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Abstract. Early detection of microcalcification (MC) clusters plays
a crucial role in enhancing breast cancer diagnosis. Two automated
MC cluster segmentation techniques are proposed based on morpholog-
ical operations that incorporate image decomposition and interpolation
methods. For both approaches, initially the contrast between the back-
ground tissue and MC cluster was increased and subsequently morpho-
logical operations were used. Evaluation was based on the Dice similar-
ity scores and the results of MC cluster classification. A total number
of 248 (131 benign and 117 malignant) and 24 (12 benign and 12 malig-
nant) biopsy-proven digitized mammograms were considered from the
DDSM and MIAS databases, which showed a classification accuracy of
94.48 ± 1.11% and 100.00 ± 0.00% respectively.
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1 Introduction

Breast cancer is the most common type of cancer in women, and it is considered
as one of the major cause of female cancer-related deaths worldwide [1]. The
incidence of breast cancer is increasing in developed as well as developing coun-
tries [2]. Microcalcification (MC) clusters are small granular deposits of calcium
that appear in a mammogram as bright dots, see Fig. 1 for typical examples. The
detection of MC clusters can be difficult, especially in dense tissues [3]. There-
fore, the MC cluster segmentation is considered as one of the most significant
aspect when it comes to computer aided diagnosis (CADx) systems, as the pre-
cise segmentation of MC cluster impacts the feature extraction and classification
accuracy.

In literature, MC clusters have been segmented using several techniques,
such as morphological filters [4–6], machine learning [7,8], the wavelet transform
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Fig. 1. Typical MC clusters: (a) benign, (b) malignant

[9], and fuzzy sets [10]. Most recent researches have been based on deep learning
[11,12] and active contours [2]. In our proposed methods, a series a morphological
operations were applied to segment MC clusters. Two different segmentation
methods were proposed for MC cluster segmentation - where the second approach
was built on the results of the first technique. The segmentation results have been
compared with the MC cluster annotation delinated by an expert radiologist.
Dice similarity metric [17,18] was calculated to obtain the similarity score of
our proposed segmentation approaches with the reference mask. Beside this, the
segmented images were used to extract features for generating a feature space
which were used with an ensemble classifier to investigate the effectiveness of
the extracted features for classification purposes.

Fig. 2. Overview of the proposed approach.
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Fig. 3. Enhancement of ROI: (a) original image, (b) enhanced MC cluster.

2 Materials and Methods

The overview of the proposed method is shown in Fig. 2, and described in details
in the following sections. The developed techniques were applied, implemented,
and tested on regions of interest (ROI), containing MC clusters which were
selected by an expert radiologist. The proposed segmentation techniques were
tested on the digitized mammograms from two different publicly available bench-
mark datasets: The Mammography Image Analysis Society (MIAS) [21]; and
The Digital Database for Screening Mammography (DDSM) [22]. A total num-
ber of 248 digitized mammograms which contain MC clusters (131 benign and
117 malignant-biopsy proven), were extracted from DDSM, and 24 images (12
benign and 12 malignant) were extracted from MIAS, where the ground truth
of the locations of the abnormalities were delineated by expert radiologists.

2.1 Enhancement of ROI

A wavelet-based algorithm [13] was used to enhance the ROIs. The number of
sub-bands for image decomposition was chosen as 3 and the decomposition level
was also set to 3, as we aimed to obtain the horizontal, vertical and diagonal
details of the MC clusters. Moreover, each sub-band was assigned a predefined
weight equal to 0.8 to enhance diagonal higher spatial frequency. An example
enhanced MC cluster is shown in Fig. 3.

2.2 Image Segmentation

The MC patches were segmented using two different segmentation approaches.
The results generated from these two distinct segmentation methods were later
used for MC classification to evaluate which segmentation strategy obtained
higher accuracy.

2.2.1 MC Clusters Segmentation Using Morphological Analysis
A combination of an interpolation method [14] and a sequence of morphological
operations was used to segment the MC clusters. The entire image was initially
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Fig. 4. (a) Three-dimensional intensity representation of a 300 × 300 pixel area, (b)
calculated background intensity of the same area, (c) intensity difference between orig-
inal and background pixel intensity values, (d) intensity difference image, (e) intensity
difference image multiplied by a factor 25 for better visualization.

Fig. 5. (a) Binary image containing the highest positive 5% intensity values of the
difference image, (b) after removing single pixels from (a), (c) after performing erosion,
(d) eliminating single pixels from the eroded image, (e) result after eroding the single
pixel removed image, (f) Image A: pixels that have higher values than the threshold
are added to the eroded image.

split into sub-regions, and bi-cubic interpolation [14] was applied to each sub-
region to obtain the intensity level of the local background. The interpolated
image was subtracted from the original image to produce a difference image, see
Fig. 4 for an image based explanation.
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All pixels having positive value were identified from the difference image
and the highest 5% intensity values were selected to produce a binary image,
see Fig. 5(a). This provided a trade-off between under segmentation and over
segmentation. A series of morphological operations were also used to reduce over
segmentation. The resulted images of the morphological operations are shown in
Fig. 5.

Fig. 6. (a) The result of applying contrast enhancement filter, (b) Image B: the highest
5% intensity pixels selected from the enhanced image, (c) Image C: logical summation
of two binary images A and B, (d) 8-connected components kept from Image C, (e)
the effects of erosion on 8-connected components.

Fig. 7. Morphological approach based MC cluster segmentation: (a) Original image,
(b) segmented MC cluster.

In parallel, a contrast enhancement filter was applied to the bi-cubic interpo-
lated image, with a 9×9 kernel having its center pixel weight as 80 and all other
elements as −1 [14], see Fig. 6(a). Afterwards, 5% highest intensity pixels were
selected from the filtered image and were used to generate another binary image
(labeled B in Fig. 6(b)). The logical AND operation of the two binary images-
image A (Fig. 5(f)) and image B (Fig. 6(b)), was carried out to generate another
binary image, (labeled C in Fig. 6(c)). A series of morphological operations were
performed on Image C, to remove single pixel blobs - which are considered as
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Fig. 8. (a) Original ROI (Benign: B 3030 1.RIGHT MLO), (b) segmented image gen-
erated using approach 1 (Having more then 20 blobs), (c) Image Y: keeping blobs that
have area covered within the range of 50% of highest blob areas (the image has less then
20 blobs: blob count= 7, (d) MC cluster blob count: 9 (iteration: 1), (e) MC cluster
blob count: 11 (iteration: 2), (f) MC cluster blob count: 20 (iteration: 4) which equals
the final MC cluster segmentation using area ranking technique.

artifacts [15]. The neighboring pixels with 8-connectivity were grouped together
to create candidate MC clusters, see Fig. 6(d) and an erosion operation was car-
ried out with a 3 × 3 kernel of unit value, which removed small objects (see
Fig. 6(e)). Subsequently, the total number of objects inside the image was cal-
culated. If this number is less than the 5% of the total number of 8-connected
component in, Fig. 6(d), then the area of all connected components in Fig. 6(d),
were calculated and a binary image was generated that contained only the blobs
that reside inside the range of 30% highest area values. The total number of
blobs were kept above the 5% of the total number of 8-connected component,
and the 30% highest area values were taken into account to obtain accurate
segmented MC cluster.

Afterwards, the image- Fig. 6(d), was divided into 100 × 100 blocks to carry
out a block processing operation. All the elements inside each 100 × 100 block
were eliminated if the minimum number of objects inside the block is less than 3.
The reason for considering the block size as 100 × 100 and selecting the minimum
number of object inside each block as 3 was to follow the medical definition of
the existence of clustered MC [16]. The rule has been used for the reduction
of false positive detected ROIs and all the regions that include less than three
objects were eliminated to generate the final segmented result, see Fig. 7.

2.2.2 MC Clusters Segmentation Using Area Ranking Technique
The second approach for MC cluster segmentation was based on the approach
described in Sect. 2.2.1. The total number of individual MC was calculated from
the segmented image. If the total number of individual MC is greater than 20,
as shown in Fig. 8(b), then the area of all MC was calculated and ranked from
highest to lowest order. Only the blobs of individual MC was taken into an
account that had an area lies within the range of the 50% of highest MC area
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of image Y (Fig. 8(c)). If image Y, contained less than 20 MC blobs, then the
process of adding blobs to image Y was started and continued until a minimum
of 20 blobs were included to generate the final MC cluster segmented Fig. 8(d–e).
A minimum of 20 blobs was considered to avoid under segmentation.

3 Results and Discussion

The evaluation was carried out using the Dice similarity metric [17–19]. The
reference masks, see Fig. 9(b), were generated from the radiologist’s annotation
outline, see Fig. 9(a). Afterwords, the blobs of MC clusters that reside inside the
radiologist’s annotation were considered to generate convex hull. This convex
hull, see Fig. 9(f), and the reference mask, see Fig. 9(b), were used to calculate
the Dice similarity score. See Fig. 9. The Dice similarity metric for DDSM and
MIAS is presented Fig. 10.

Fig. 9. (a) Annotation by radiologist (B 3121 1.RIGHT MLO), (b) reference MC
cluster mask generated from (a), (c) border extraction from reference MC mask and
overlaid on segmented image generated using morphological segmentation approach,
(d) MC resides inside the border annotated by expert radiologist, (e) convex hull out-
line using the border points of segmented blobs residing inside annotation outline, (f)
mask generation from convex hull border of segmented image, (g) Dice similarity score
(based on morphological segmentation approach)= 0.85599; White region = True posi-
tive, Green region = False positive, Magenta region = False negative, (h) Dice similarity
score (based on Oliver’s [7] segmentation approach)= 0.76514, (i) Dice similarity score
(based on area ranking segmentation approach)= 0.5494.

From Fig. 10, it is clear that the segmentation technique based on morpho-
logical approach works better than the area rank based segmentation method.
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Fig. 10. (a) Dice similarity score to compare segmentation results of Oliver’s segmen-
tation method, and our proposed two segmentation methods using DDSM database (b)
Dice similarity score to compare segmentation results of our proposed two segmentation
methods using MIAS database

Table 1. Classification of segmented image using a 10-fold cross-validation approach.

Method Database Result

Oliver et al. [7] DDSM AC= 94.11 ± 0.48%,

Az= 0.94 ± 0.01

Morphological approach based segmentation DDSM AC= 94.48 ± 1.11%,

Az= 0.94 ± 0.01

Area rank based segmentation DDSM AC= 75.36 ± 1.61%,

Az= 0.74 ± 0.02

Morphological approach based segmentation MIAS AC= 100.00 ± 0.00%,

Az= 1.00 ± 0.00

Area rank based segmentation MIAS AC= 74.58 ± 4.35%,

Az= 0.75 ± 0.04

Also, it is to be noted that, the segmentation results generated by applying the
method of Oliver et al. [7] gives almost the same similarity score as gained by our
proposed morphological opeation based segmentation method - though the sim-
ilarity score for our proposed approach is slightly higher than Oliver’s method
[7]. The reason for getting almost the same similarity score for our approach and
Oliver’s method [7] was because the similar number of blobs sequenced.

To investigate further the accuracy of the developed segmentation
approaches, an ensemble classifier was used to observe how accurate MC clus-
ters could be classified while using the segmented images. A set of 51 features
was extracted, and a union of the 15 most important features from both seg-
mentation approaches and Oliver’s method [7] were considered to create the
feature space used by the ensemble classifier using 10-fold cross-validation [20].
The classification result using the segmented MC clusters are shown in Table 1.
From Table 1, it is to be noted that the classification accuracy for segmenta-
tion based on morphological operaration technique and Oliver’s method [7] have
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Fig. 11. Box plot showing the whiskers of 15 significant features extracted from three
different segmentation approach on DDSM database.

almost similar results whereas the classification accuracy for area rank based
segmentation approach has drastically decreased.

Figure 11 shows the distribution of feature values for benign and malignant
MC clusters to inspect the reason of getting higher accuracy for our proposed
segmentation approach (based on morphological analysis) and Oliver’s method
[7]; and getting a sharp fall in the accuracy whilst using the segmented image
generated by area rank based segmentation approach. The first, second, and
third rows represent the segmentation methods which were used to generate the
images from where the features were extracted. Moreover, the first and second
columns represent the malignant and benign features, respectively. From Fig. 11,
while comparing the interquartile range (IQR) of the feature values that where
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extracted from Oliver’s segmentation method [7] with our proposed morpholog-
ical analysis based segmentation method, it was found that there are significant
fluctuations in the IQR of feature no: 3, 6, 7, 9, 10, 15 for malignant and benign
features. Furthermore, a notable disparity in whisker spans were also observed for
the said features. Feature no: 3, 6, 7, 9, 10, and 15 represent elongation, entropy,
individual MCs distance from MC cluster centroid, MC cluster area, MC clus-
ter perimeter, sobel gradient direction, respectively. Such difference in whisker
and IQR of features eventually influence the classification scenario and results in
the highest accuracy when using the segmented image obtained by applying our
proposed morphological segmentation based method. Furthermore, when con-
sidering the scenario for the segmented images generated from area rank based
approach, it is found that there were less variation in the range of whisker and
IQR for benign and malignant case that eventually resulted the lowest classifi-
cation accuracy.

4 Conclusions

The paper has presented a new technique for MC cluster segmentation using
a series of morphological operations. The proposed approach was focused on
the improvement of the accuracy of MC cluster segmentation to facilitate the
final output of a CADx pipeline, by selecting the most salient features from
the segmented image. The proposed method was evaluated using MIAS and
DDSM. Two different approaches are proposed to segment the MC clusters.
The morphological operation based segmentation approach showed the highest
Dice metric similarity score (0.6192). The segmented image generated using the
same proposed approach also showed the highest classification accuracy (94.48±
1.11%).
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